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ABSTRACT

Free Open Access Medical education (FOAM) has taken the emergency medicine and
critical care worlds by storm in the past decade. This article represents one perspective on
the stages of transition for FOAM from its humble beginnings as a grassroots movement to
the more recent multiauthor blogs that are described in the peer-reviewed literature. In
this article, the authors describe the following four distinct waves of people within the
movement, with each wave creating a new stage in the evolution of the FOAM community:
Creation by the Founders, Adoption by the Enthusiasts, Structure and Formalization by
the Structuralists, and Engagement and Activity by the End Users. The authors
contextualize some of the phenomena that have been observed within this field and
highlight challenges for the field moving forward.
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Education has always been an
inextricable part of medicine. In the
beginning, Galen and Hippocrates
gathered their apprentices for instruction.
As medical sciences became more
prominent, journal clubs were introduced
by Sir William Osler (1). The printing

press scaled works by great teachers and
scientists, allowing the ascension of work by
Gray, Marino, Goldfrank, Rosen, and
Tintinalli. However, medical schools and
professors curated and controlled access to
medical knowledge. Those who became
physicians would make pilgrimages to learn
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from great teachers in the classrooms and
clinical spaces, as this was the only path
toward apprenticeship in medicine.

With the exponential growth of
information technology in the 21st century,
the creation of the internet irrevocably
changed the way we access information
(2). Wireless connectivity and smartphone
technologies further extended the
accessibility of the online environment (3).
No longer were teachers and supervisors the
primary access point for information;
learners now had instantaneous access to
much of the world’s knowledge (3).
Physicians who trained in the 1970s and
1980s describe reading paper journals
and memorizing their results in the library
stacks after hours. These anecdotes contrast
with modern stories of experienced
faculty being fact-checked by students as
they teach (4). In keeping with this shift,
trainees are no longer taught to be
walking encyclopedias. Instead, they curate
and translate high-quality evidence,
problem solving to change the data into
actionable diagnostic or management plans.
Today’s educators help trainees learn to
safely navigate, appraise, and curate this
content so that what they put into practice
has been appropriately vetted.

The open educational resources (OERs)
movement arose with the goal of making
education accessible to all (5, 6). The Free
Open Access Medical education (FOAM)
movement is the medical education
community’s response to the larger OER
movement (7, 8). What began with a few
innovators in English-language nations
seeking to experiment with creating their
own OERs has grown into a highly
networked learning environment that
interweaves learners, teachers, scientists,
and practitioners in a swirling web of
content production and consumption.
Today, teachers are no longer the

exclusive arbiters of content, trainees are
leading the development of their own
content (9). FOAM is a constellation of
OERs that are usually published initially
via other media (blogs for in-depth articles,
podcasts for discussions and tacit
knowledge, and infographics for
distillation of key components) (2) before
being connected and disseminated via open
platforms such as Twitter (10–12).
Originating from English-speaking nations
predominantly, this movement eventually
included participants from all over the
world.

The world of critical care medicine has
contributed to this community since its
inception (13). Discussions between
articulate and intelligent individuals from
different backgrounds break down silos
between professions and disciplines. Such
interactions allow researchers, educators,
and learners access to outside perspectives,
including regional or professional practice
variation that would otherwise not have
been considered. On Twitter, for example,
intensivists, cardiologists, paramedics,
nurses, and emergency physicians
vigorously debate the latest resuscitation
guidelines from their unique perspectives.
At the same time, social media amplifies
charismatic personalities, leading some to
criticize the rise of celebrity educators (14).

The Internet provides great opportunities
but can also be a liability at times (15). This
unprecedented access to information has
allowed educators to engage in online
discussions and publish their own resources,
scientists to monitor and interact with the
end users of their work, and clinicians
to engage in discourse to critique and
enhance science (16). However, the
commercialization of the Internet has led
to decreased access to high-quality
information. Publishers often seek to make
a profit from their readership by putting
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up paywalls to high-quality medical
education resources, the cost of which are
becoming increasingly unaffordable to
many consumers (17). At the same time,
publisher interest in profit and disruptive
technologies make it easy to publish and
disseminate opinions and hyperbolic claims,
driving traffic to poor-quality resources
(and therefore increasing revenue) (18).

Since the originators of FOAM began to
experiment more than a decade ago, this
movement has become increasingly
structured. Although it began as a hobby,
akin to start-ups created in garages and
basements, FOAM has found its way into
the academic mainstream (e.g., it has
entered into curricular use and may be
included in promotion and tenure
processes) as its use by trainees (19–21)
and teachers alike (22–28) increases.
Similarly, there has been a substantial
increase in publications about social
media and digital scholarship (2). Recent
scholarship has shown that FOAM is a
rapidly evolving field that is outpacing
previous educational innovations (2). In this
article, we archive the rapid evolution of
FOAM, elucidating its journey from a
disruptive innovation to its current place in
medical education.

THE WAVES OF FOAM EVOLUTION

The influence of these new media has
diffused through academic medicine and
medical education. FOAM is now poised to
reach new states of production and
formalization. But this did not occur
overnight. Inspired by the ubiquitous
framework used by feminist researchers to
describe the sociology of feminism (29), we
identified four distinct waves of people within
the movement, with each wave bringing
change to the FOAM community. Here, we
present our reflections on these waves and
how they have affected the movement.

The First Wave: Creation by the Founders

The first wave of individuals founded
FOAM. They saw the potential of the
internet for improving medical education.
Overcoming high technological barriers
to entry, the founders began creating FOAM
before it had a name. The work of the
founders was published primarily on their
individual websites or podcasts. There were
few publications recognizing or describing
the growing impact of FOAM or other
online educational resources until 2014 (7).
Key FOAM sites that emerged during this
time included Life in the Fast Lane, Academic
Life in Emergency Medicine, and the EMCrit

Podcast.

The general academic community, led by
established academicians and medical
leaders, gave this work little to no scholarly
credit. Many in mainstream academia
were generally unaware of the potential
power of these new media. Founders
pushed to establish the legitimacy of their
work with a rapid succession of scholarly
papers highlighting the merits of social
media–based resources for teaching and
learning (2). Still, the growing impact of
FOAM was not acknowledged in many
academic circles. The FOAM community
primarily integrated with the rest of the
medical community at conferences, where
they would speak broadly about social
media, addressing misconceptions and
skepticism regarding its use and describing
how it could be used as a tool for medical
education.

The end of the era precipitated by this
wave is probably best defined by the
formalization of the term FOAM (with
the associated hashtag #FOAMed) at
the 2012 International Federation of
EmergencyMedicine conference in Ireland
(30). The rise of the next stage was
facilitated by the interaction of the
online community of practice at large
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international conferences, such as the
International Conference on Emergency
Medicine and the Social Media and
Critical Care conference.

The Second Wave: Adoption by
the Enthusiasts

The second wave of individuals entering
the FOAM movement consisted of the early
adopters and enthusiasts who saw the
merits of the work of the FOAM founders.
Key players sought to join established
FOAM providers or started their own blogs
and/or podcasts, often with mentorship
from the founders. The enthusiasm of this
group launched dozens of podcasts and
websites affiliated with the greater open
access movement (8) (and eventually the
#FOAMed hashtag when it arose in 2012).
The unbridled passion that this group of
early adopters displayed brought attention
to these resources, resulting in three main
phenomena: the creation of an attention
economy, a digital opinion leader
phenomenon, and the emergence of a
community of FOAM practitioners.

The creation of an attention economy

Similar to other fields, the abundance of
OERs resulted in the development of an
attention economy (i.e., there is now a “market”
for attention) (31). The creation of dozens
of blogs and podcasts aimed at educating
clinicians led to a veritable explosion of
easily accessible online educational
content, and consumers picked their
favorites (8). Content creators aimed to
disseminate their work broadly, and
though few within this wave sought to
monetize their content, creators sought to
reach as many consumers as possible by
making their work stand out. The drive for
engagement and content consumption led
to more sophisticated mechanisms of
dissemination. Blogs and podcasts created
online brand extensions to bring readers

and listeners to their content, with most
FOAM outlets creating their own social
media accounts (e.g., Twitter, Facebook,
and Instagram). New engagement
strategies such as infographics and visual
abstracts entered the field (32, 33).

A digital opinion leader phenomenon

Although local physician groups had
opinion leaders (34), the followership of
these online resources created platforms for
individuals to become thought leaders
within clinical medicine worldwide. This
phenomenon gave previously unknown
individuals a time and place to state their
opinions; however, some accused those
who established a following of being
“celebrities” (or “Science Kardashians”)
(35, 36) and not true clinical educators with
well-thought-out positions (14). Through
social media, clinicians began engaging
with researchers who previously could not
hear them (16). Translational teachers arose
to fill the space between investigators and
their clinician audiences (16). New digital
scholars emerged, upending the traditional
publishing paradigm and creating novel
ways to disseminate information (16).

The emergence of a community of FOAM
practitioners

The emergence of a community of
practice for FOAM began with this wave.
Although FOAM has been described as a
rhizomatic learning network (37), the
practitioners within this wave sought to
support one another and formed a
community of practice (10, 38). Discourse
between practitioners within the FOAM
community led to discussions around the
practice of FOAM creation and to the
increased adoption of these resources by
educators, who incorporated FOAM into
their curriculae (39, 40).
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The Third Wave: Structure and
Formalization by the Structuralists

The third wave was the “structuralists,”
those who strove to increase the
organization of FOAM from the processes
of creation to the legitimization of
dissemination. In this stage, structures were
created that began to make FOAM more
sustainable, such as the formalization of a
FOAM organization (41–43) and the
curation of content (44). Other structural
phenomenon generated by this wave
included “reverse-publication” (i.e.,
publishing about already widely
disseminated online resources or
programs in peer-reviewed journals) (41,
45–50), research and analysis of FOAM
itself (2, 33, 44), and critical appraisal of
FOAM resources (51–55). An example of
this is a recent publication by the members
of the American Thoracic Society (ATS)
describing their Best of ATS Video Lecture
Series (49). Initiatives to translate FOAM
resources to other languages have also
sprung up, hoping to spread the impact of
these resources via organized translation
efforts (56).

The structuralists included members from
the first two stages and external members
who joined from more traditional arenas.
Collaborations between traditional
scholarly institutions and new media outlets
began to arise, such as the PulmCCM.org
resource (57), which began as a single-
author blog in 2012 and expanded into a
multiauthor media outlet partnered with
the traditional publication MedPage Today.
Perhaps sensing that these disruptive
innovations would come to change
traditional publishing, journal editors
began to pay attention to the new formats of
scholarly discourse (58, 59). Multiple
journals adopted the practice of adding
social media editors to their editorial teams
(60), and we began to see joint endeavors

between the new online educational
groups and other established organizations
within the field (e.g., national bodies)
(44, 48).

Structuralists brought with them the signs,
symbols, and practices of modern academia;
through these, they sought to create
credibility for FOAM. To this end, they
brokered alliances with academic entities
such as journals and physician societies.
ATS has its own Twitter journal club (12,
61) and a Thoracic Surgery Social Media
Network to bring thoracic surgery
scholarship to Twitter (62). The American
College of Chest Physicians has also
developed a tweet chat (#pulmcc) (50).
Online journal clubs helped to highlight
and foster open discussion around key
papers, which ultimately resulted in the
production of journal articles about these
online proceedings (48).

As the number of FOAM resources
increased, it became important to assist end
users with obtaining and curating the
content. Methods to do this included
developing more structured categorization
on producers’ websites and larger scale
curation (44, 51–53, 55). The structure
and assessment of FOAM also increased
through the incorporation of peer review
(46, 47) and editorial processes (42, 43,
47), development of formal curricula (39,
40), and creation of tools to assess FOAM
quality (53–55, 63). Unfortunately, the
imposition of this structure created tension
between structuralists and the FOAM
content producers, who felt structure
impinged on their autonomy (64).

Finally, this era marked the
acknowledgment that FOAM deserved
academic recognition as either another
form of scholarship (65, 66) or less of a
departure from historical scholarship than
previously thought (65). Tools were
developed for presenting social media
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work to promotion and tenure committees
(66–68), and FOAM was reverse published
into traditional print journals, converting
previously unrewarded work into academic
currency. Though the overarching goal of
FOAM is knowledge translation and
dissemination, academia is slowly
recognizing that to ensure sustainability of
high-quality open access educational
materials, academia will need to develop
a model to support content producers
(e.g., pay, promote, or reward these
individuals).

The Fourth Wave: Engagement and
Activity by the End Users

The fourth stage features the entry of the
largest wave: The End Users. Changes in
structure and increasing acknowledgment
of FOAM have allowed for the easy
participation and contribution of the
general population of healthcare
professionals. This group contains a mix
of learners who have “grown up” with social
media and faculty with a wide range of
social media experience (69, 70).

Social media provides a natural
progression of the discussions that occur
during patient care (e.g., ward rounds), with
its unique allowance for direct, almost
real-time discussion with content creators
worldwide (16, 71). The needs of end users
have largely molded FOAM into what it
has become, as their followership is what
gives the resources their influence. By
listening, commenting, and integrating
FOAM into daily learning and practice
(72), end users transform the learning
environment (73). With the engagement
of this wave, FOAM has expanded into a
powerful platform for real-time clinical
decision support, community building,
message amplification, research and
knowledge dissemination to healthcare
professionals and patients, and learning,

with many learners considering this the
most influential part of their “curriculum”

(19, 71).

As the popular adage goes, “with great
power comes great responsibility.” The
power of FOAM has created many
tensions. FOAM now consists of an
overwhelming amount of easy-to-access
content that is not of uniform quality.
Critical appraisal is required, and the
consumer is largely responsible for
conducting it. The Box contains some
questions that trainees can ask themselves
when reading FOAM. Educators should
consider that, although core content is
slowly becoming more represented (74),
many resources do not incorporate
background foundational knowledge and
may not be appropriate for junior
trainees. This critical appraisal may be
difficult, and because many learners use
FOAM as their primary source of
learning, there is concern that they are
learning the views of those they “follow”
rather than the primary literature (14, 39).

FOAM also provides real-time
collaboration and publishing, significantly
decreasing knowledge translation time.
However, there may be hazards that end
users should bear in mind. The Box clarifies
key questions that trainees should consider
for reading any resources (whether it be a
textbook or a FOAM blog post). Fortunately,
social media and FOAM resources permit
both rapid detection and correction of
errors as well as transparent communication
between consumers and creators that
could counter these potential issues (75, 76).

Lastly, many users grew up using social
media and have little hesitancy regarding
what they post given their previous
“unconstrained use.” This could result in
problems related to breaches of patient
privacy and impact on future prospects (77,
78). Professional social media codes
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of conduct, stories of consequences, and
modeling of appropriate behavior may help
prevent missteps (79). Formalization of
social media usage within formal
professional school curricula, the role-
modeling of those within the field, and an
active community of practice with teachers
seeking to help trainees apprentice within
online spaces will allow the FOAM
movement to be sustained as more
individuals enter the field.

DISCUSSION

As FOAM resources continue to increase
in influence, it is important to remember
where they came from. We have provided
an overview of their evolution that spans
their growing utilization over decades.

Notably, this description is far from
precise; in fact, it is meant as a conceptual
overview of the social movement around
FOAM. The waves were labeled with the
goal of facilitating understanding of
FOAM’s development; however, there is

substantial overlap (see Figure 1), with up

to three waves coinciding over the same

years, as various perspectives and

stakeholders contributed to the online

community of practice. This figure is a

representation of how we, the authors,

have viewed the emergence of different

waves within the movement. It does

have similarities with the Roger’s diffusion

of innovation framework (80). However,

we have focused on describing the

social movement surrounding FOAM

rather than the innovation itself. The

sociological underpinnings, therefore,

warrant a different conceptualization

that goes beyond the technology itself.

The sociomateriality (81) of FOAM and the
sociology of the people supporting this

movement have resulted in an interesting

innovation and provided insights into how

we organize volunteerism and academia in

the 21st century. This perspectives piece is

our attempt to describe this emerging

social phenomenon for the archives.

Key questions to ask yourself when reading secondary resources and FOAM

Before applying information from any secondary resource, including FOAM, clinician readers must always consider:

· What if something is published with incorrect information (75, 76)?

· What if the early studies don’t match the later, follow-up studies? What if something fails replication?

· Has standard of care changed incorrectly (16)?

· What if I misinterpret what was actually said (23)?

Questions that many trainees must begin to ask as they use FOAM include:

· Is this at the right level for me (24)?

· Is this just opinion or well-grounded in scientific evidence (54, 83)?

· Has it been peer reviewed (43)?

· How does it score or rank compared with other resources (using the Approved Instructional Resources [AIR]
Score [54], Medical Education Translational Resources: Impact and Quality [METRIQ] scores [53], or Social
Media Index [51, 55])?

· Is this person credible (84)?

·What are the credentials, experience, and/or expertise of the author(s)? Do they display these credentials in a way
that is visible and transparent (84)?

· Are these their own words? (Caution: cross-posting or reblogging is a common practice).

· Do they have any conflicts of interest (85)?
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Lastly, we anticipate that our description
of FOAM’s development and evolution may
be controversial and that some members of
the community may not endorse the
descriptions of each wave. Given the
huge variability in the global community
of practice, such disagreement is
inevitable. It is also biased by our
perspective as English-language providers
and may not form a comprehensive view
of how all parts of the world have engaged
in this movement. The description that
has been outlined by our team was
developed by a blend of FOAM community
members, one of whom entered the
community as an Enthusiast but identifies
most strongly as a Structuralist, and others

whom have come in as Structuralists and
End Users. Several members of our
authorship team have been formally
engaged in building the literature base for
the use of these resources. Ultimately, we
believe that this description will provide
helpful context for future researchers
investigating the development of the field.
We hope that as our global communities
become more intercalated and
interconnected that we move toward a
greater sharing of information that breaks
down traditional barriers such as paywalls,
language barriers, and disciplinary
differences. The FOAM movement has a
great potential to continue disrupting the
traditional hierarchies within medicine,

Figure 1. The overlapping stages of the development of Free Open Access Medical education.
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and we look forward to seeing this come
to pass.

Next Steps

Where do we go from here? FOAM has
evolved so quickly; the possibilities seem

endless. Here are some questions that will
be worth pondering in the next while
within this field:

1. Will FOAM become sustainable? As it
transitions from an innovation into part of
the establishment, increasing attention
will need to be given to its fiscal

Table 1. Names, hallmark features, years, and manifestations of each stage of Free Open Access Medical education
development

Era Wave Hallmark Features Year Manifestation

Foundation of
the FOAM
community

The Founders Innovators and
early adopters
begin experimenting
in the space

Early 2000s–2012 · Creation of free online
resources

Adoption by the
Enthusiasts

The Enthusiasts Early majority sees
the success of
early adopters and
begin to use the
resources and engage in
exchange of ideas
in a community of practice

2010–2015 · Popularization of
FOAM resources

· Development of an
online community of
practice on social
media and at
international
conferences

Structure and
Formalization

The Structuralists Late majority begins utilizing
the resources and
contributing via submissions
to established resources

Translating innovative
practices back into
mainstream structures

Merging of new ways of doing
into more traditional and
time-honored processes

2014–present · Reverse publication of
FOAM artifacts (blogs
and podcasts) and
FOAM educational
innovation work in
traditional journals

· Recognition of FOAM
as scholarship and
increasing perceptions
of importance for
scholarly endeavors
(Social Media Journal
editors)

· Development of
editorial processes
and teams, quality
assurance processes,
acceptance of
submissions

· Development of
critical appraisal tools

· Consolidation of
resources

Fulsome
engagement
and activity
by all

The Participants Increasing acceptance of the
utilization of these resources
by the broader medical
community

The resources are
well established in
the literature, with studies
moving beyond descriptions
to investigate their optimal
development and utilization

Since the beginning, but a
much more accessible entry
for end users exists since
2015 with the opening of
submission processes for
various blogs

· Integration of social
media into
residency training
programs

· Increasingly
open editorial and
submission processes

· Founding of fellowship
or faculty development
programs focused on
online education to
allow for participants
to engage in rapid
upskilling (CanadiEM
digital fellowship, ALiEM
Faculty Incubator)

Definition of abbreviation: ALiEM=Academic Life in Emergency Medicine; FOAM=Free Open Access Medical education.
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sustainability. Though there are currently
no costs to learners, the costs covered
by content producers can be significant.

2. As best practices are increasingly
recognized, how will they influence the
production processes and overall quality
of FOAM resources? For example,
conflict of interest declarations are still
quite rare within the FOAM world, but
they are recognized as key aspects of
quality (77).

3. How will the relationship between
researchers, journals, industry, and
FOAM content producers evolve?
Increasingly, major studies are taking
developing FOAM or collaborating
with FOAM producers as part of their
knowledge translation efforts. Similar
trends are occurring with journals
and websites (e.g., PulmCCM and
American College of Chest
Physicians) (50).

4. How will we encourage cross-
language sharing of resources? How will

we connect a global community of
practitioners (whether they be critical
care or emergency medicine) to join
together to take on new global
challenges by the free and open access
sharing of useful educational resources
and combat misinformation (82)?

Conclusions

The short history of FOAM suggests that
it is transitioning from a hobby for the
few to a mainstream academic avenue
with its own best practices and its own
scholarship. It has evolved quickly in the
past two decades, and the full potential of
participatory FOAM has not yet been
reached.

Author disclosures are available with the
text of this article at www.atsjournals.org.
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